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Introduction
Historical research is increasingly confronted with an ever-expanding, worldwide process of digitization of historical sources. In the frame of this development, the analysis of text corpora, as has always been the case for instance in medieval studies, is becoming an important approach in many other areas of historical research.
Concerning the medieval era, text corpora compiled during the early modern period can also be mostly defined as corpora of commentaries, usually on ancient works but also on late medieval ones.
Early modern scientific commentaries are often regarded as works of less relevance when compared, for instance, to the original works of authors such as Andreas Vesalius (1514-64) or Guidobaldo del Monte (1545-1607), or, a little later, René Descartes (1596 Descartes ( -1650 . In truth, the differences between scientific commentaries and other works in most cases concern only those characteristics that are needed to define a literary genre, and they do not express any value in reference to their scientific relevance. Although such books contain the socalled 'original work', on which comments are written, the commentary texts-whether in form of annotations or addenda or appendices, just to mention a few approaches-were genuine occasions for the authors of the commentaries to present their own ideas and to spread knowledge innovations also and often in direct and explicit opposition to the knowledge expressed in the original work. Moreover, as Markus Asper has clarified, the authors of commentaries followed both specific agendas and practices. While the agenda, eventually formally expressed in the openings of the books, could show for instance a benevolent approach to the original work, the practice-the method used to compile the commentary and content-related issues-could in fact radically diverge from the agenda (Asper, forthcoming) . This approach represented a potential for innovation that could be exploited, also when institutional conditions were not optimal.
Commentaries and Knowledge Evolution
In the frame of the research project 'The Sphere. Knowledge System Evolution and the Shared Scientific Identity of Europe' (sphaera.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de), we investigate mechanisms for the spread of knowledge innovations by making use of models developed in the area of network analysis.
We focus on a university textbook on geocentric cosmology compiled during the thirteenth century that gave rise to an extremely successful commentary tradition that lasted until the seventeenth century: Tractatus de sphaera by Johannes de Sacrobosco. The print history of the Tractatus begins in 1472; the printed material books containing the original work amount to over 300 different editions produced by printers all over Europe. Beginning with the analysis of the printed books, we investigate how those books evolved. Authors prepared new texts and commentaries, including novelties such as new mathematical procedures or descriptions of new mathematical instruments (Valleriani, 2017) . Printers, on the other hand, selected which commentaries had to belong to the same edition; perhaps they ordered new engravings or decided to add extracts from pertinent but older works, for instance, from ancient ones. Therefore we analyze the evolution of a book on two levels: (1) the conceptual one, by looking for the relations between 'text parts' built between the first occurrence of a knowledge innovation in one commentary and its later adoptions in other editions; (2) the social one, by looking at relations, such as contracts concerning the sale of rights of reproductions or the loan of woodblocks and engravings, between printers of subsequent editions that show similarities in terms of the adoption of the same innovations. We create in this way a multilevel network on whose basis we can investigate (1) the profile of the knowledge that was most successful in terms of adoptions (for instance, whether most adopted innovations belonged more to the technical, natural philosophical, or mathematical knowledge domain); (2) which social mechanisms and actors were mostly responsible for the phenomena of spread (or hindrance) of innovations.
The example below shows a commentary printed in Venice in 1561 (Sacrobosco, 1561) (Fig. 1) . In this case, there is not even an explicit author of the commentary. The book can nevertheless be considered a commentary because of three differences from the original text. The first is an addition at the beginning of the text concerning a few easy definitions belonging to Euclidean geometry (Sacrobosco, 1561, A 1r-[7r] ) (Fig. 2) . 1 The original text begins with the geometric definition of a sphere, and this addition is to be understood as a propaedeutic to Sacrobosco's geometric definition of a sphere, with which he opens his treatise. In this case, the printer has decided to follow a very clear trend as a great number of existing commentaries begin in exactly the same way with the same text and images. Sacrobosco's original work is reproduced but entirely uncommented (Sacrobosco, 1561, A [7r]-D [7v] ). After this work, there is, first, an image that explains the process of the moon phases and, second, a very short portion of text, which is only seven lines long, extracted from the encyclopedic Naturalis historia of Pliny.
2 Strangely, the printer sets the end of the treatise (of Sacrobosco) only after Pliny's extract. However, this might be due to the fact that the extract also served to fill the page. Finally, the printed edition concludes with the addition of Proposition 22 of the Third Book of Regiomontanus' Epitoma in «Almagestum» Ptolomaei on the causes of the inequality of length of the solar day during the year ( Fig. 3 ).
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The portions of texts added to Sacrobosco's treatise in this edition are absolutely pertinent to the subject matter and indeed they touch upon specific detailed issues discussed in the original tract. They are all extracts from works older than 1561 and therefore cannot be called innovations as if they were reflecting upon recent discoveries. However, they definitely could have been innovations in the frame of the text history of this corpus as the printer could have found something relevant in the ancient literature. The innovation consists in this case in the conceptual connections between works that until that moment had belonged instead to different traditions.
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Many of these portions of texts as well as specific commentaries and annotations are not announced in the frontispiece of the work. In other words, they do not belong to what we call bibliographic data. Nevertheless, the appearance and subsequent adoptions of these text portions determine contentrelated relations between the treatises of this text corpus: they determine the network that, in its dynamic, shapes the evolution of a knowledge system.
The Database
An analysis of a text corpus that heads toward the application of mathematical models of network theory requires a space where all these data can be stored in form of relations. In fact, we go as far as storing the data in a format where it all consists of relations. We are able to do so by using RDF language (Resource Description Framework) that describes resources as a set of statements. These statements, called triples, express one kind of relation between two entities. A single book is then described by a multitude of triples, which are stored by the database.
By storing every aspect of the book as a relation, we do not need to decide in advance what ultimately constitutes the nodes in our network. Using the same data set, we can analyze the conceptual relations of books and the texts they contain, the social network of books and their publishers, or other types of networks that prove to be of interest as the research continues.
The atomic relations that define the triples are specified by the data model. To model the data, we use CIDOC-CRM (Crofts et al. 2011 ) together with the FRBRoo (Bekiari et al. 2015) extension. CIDOC-CRM is a reference model that enables unified access to data, while allowing the representation of individual and subject-specific characteristics. As a conceptual model, it does not demand a specific technical implementation but is usually applied following linked data approaches and using RDF (CIDOC/RDF). FRBRoo is the CIDOC implementation of the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records-FRBR (IFLA, 2009) . At the heart of FRBR are the so-called Group 1 entities: Work, Expression, Manifestation, and Item. They each represent a different level of abstraction, ranging from the conceptual, immaterial notion of a Work, to the specific and physical instantiation of an Item. These entities enable us to be more specific when we refer to a 'book'. Do we mean the specific copy that we own (Item) or any copy of a specific book (Manifestation)? What constitutes the translation of a book? In FRBR, it is the Expression that is being translated. The Work, finally, is 'a distinct intellectual or artistic creation' (ibid. p. 17). Works enable us to refer, for example, to Homer's Iliad, without having to reference one particular instantiation. Works, however, are also the most abstract of the four entities, and it might not always be possible-or indeed practical-to declare something as a Work.
FRBRoo adopts these entities as subclasses of CIDOC entities and further specifies them. To comply with the CIDOC nomenclature of using letters and numbers to identify entities-Exx for classes, Pxx for entities-FRBR entities are named and numbered: Fxx for classes, Rxx for properties.
Our data model
We apply the classes and properties provided by CIDOC-CRM and FRBRoo to develop a data model that is meaningful for our research questions and is likewise supported by available evidence.
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Developing a data model is an iterative approach that requires us to oscillate between the specifications of FRBRoo, our own sources, and our research questions. Initially, we started from the concept of a Work, Sacrobosco's Tractatus de sphaera-the original tract-as a 'F15 Complex Work', which is a constellation of interrelated Works. All of the material books we study would then constitute members of this Complex Work, as well as being Works in their own right. Using FRBRoo's terminology, we can then further specify if a Work only reproduces Sacrobosco's original tract (F14 Individual Work), if it contains added and edited commentary texts (F17 Aggregation Work) or if it combines existing expressions of the original tract and commentaries in a single treatise (F19 Publication Work). However, while developing the data model, we questioned our ability to discriminate between different types of Works. We would only know the specific type of a Work after having completed our analysis of the texts they contain. We cannot use the Work entity as a basis for gathering data. We therefore developed the data model on the basis of what was at hand: the digitized versions of physical copies of books. Instead of building the semantic network from an abstract notion of a Work, we begin with its physical instantiation, or Item.
The current state of the data model is reproduced here (Fig. 4) . It captures bibliographic data of each treatise as well as data on the individual texts (Expressions) they contain.
At the center of the semantic network is the physical book (F5 Item). A book 'carries' a F24 Publication Expression, which is essentially its content. The Publication Expression then 'incorporates' a F22 Self-Contained Expression. This is the main text of a book, while the Publication Expression also includes additions such as page numbers, tables of content, indices, formatting, and so on. Both expressions have been created through events that were carried out by actors (the author or publisher) at a certain time (the date of publication) in a certain place (the place of publication). Other bibliographic data are modeled in a similar fashion. We were able to model most of these aspects based on available examples (Europeana, 2013 , Norton, 2014 .
The ostensibly simple property of the number of pages in a book required further consideration. Initially, we modeled this as a property of the physical book. Strictly speaking, this is incorrect as the number of pages in a bibliographic context refers to the number of pages a book is supposed to have. Relating it to a physical book means we refer to an individual copy, which might have pages missing. While entering the data, we realized that we cannot make a reliable statement about either. All we can state with certainty is how many pages are represented in the PDF file. The data model enables us, but also forces us, to be specific about what we know and cannot know from our sources.
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The different kinds of commentary texts can all be considered Expressions in their own right, which make up the Expression that is a book's text. We can further specify whether an Expression has been included in its entirety, or-as in Pliny's example-only a portion of it. We model this through a book including an Expression Fragment, which is a fragment of the original text (F23 Expression Fragment ! R15i is fragment of ! F22 SelfContained Expression). Some books contain annotated texts, such as the original tract of Sacrobosco with another author's commentaries set graphically next to it. In these instances, we want to be able to identify a book as containing Sacrobosco's text, but nevertheless treat the annotated texts as expressions in their own right. We model this as a book including an expression that itself incorporates Sacrobosco's original text (F22 Self-Contained Expression ! P165 incorporates ! F22 SelfContained Expression). Currently, we discriminate between three ways a text can appear in a treatise: in its complete form, as an extract, or complete and annotated. As we encounter more forms, we will extend our model. 
Implementation of the database
Digital tools that enable data entry directly in CIDOC/RDF and in a user-friendly manner are currently few and far between. For our project, we make use of a platform that is being developed in ResearchSpace aims to make the knowledge that is increasingly created through and within digital systems usable and accessible. Central to these efforts is the development of a software environment that enables researchers to browse, query, annotate, and-most importantly for this project-create semantic data.
We create our data set using a front-end interface we built that is based on the core platform and modules of ResearchSpace. Data are stored in a Blazegraph database and can also be queried directly via a SPARQL end point.
The landing page of the database environment shows recently edited book records in the left column, and recent person records on the right (Fig.  5) . The illustrations depicting the persons as well as their dates of birth and death are pulled from Wikidata. When creating a new record for a person, users have the option of linking a person's record in the database to the corresponding person on Wikidata.
By linking entities to Wikidata, we can make a clear separation between our own knowledge that we derive from our collection, and canonical knowledge, such as the geographic location of cities that comes from external sources. We use Wikidata rather than other reference databases, as it provides a heterogeneous interface for many kinds of entities: people and places, but also professions and terms. However, for our purposes, it is incomplete (roughly half of the people we find in our sources do not exist in Wikidata) but is also editable, and we can add new entities as we identify them.
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Selecting a book in our database brings up a view containing a summary of its details (Fig. 6) . In this example of a treatise published in 1499 by Simone Bevilacqua, we see how we are able to discriminate between different types of authors: the authors announced in the title (Cecco d'Ascoli, Francesco Capuani da Manfredonia, Jacob Fabri d'Etaples) and those who do not belong to the bibliographic data in the strict sense. The latter includes Johannes de Sacrobosco, whose Tractatus is actually reproduced three times in the book, but in versions annotated by the credited authors. The ability to not only state the fact that a text appears in a book but also to represent within the data how a certain part of the book came about, which text it is based on, and who contributed to it, is a key requirement for our later analysis.
The editing screen of the books is organized into individual sections for data concerning the book as a whole, its publication, authoring and printing, links to references of the book in external catalogues, the texts it contains, and finally, annotations added by the researchers while compiling the data set.
The front end of the database includes views that enable a basic level of analysis of the data. We adopt the Semantic Search interface from ResearchSpace that allows users to query the database for relations without having to write queries by hand and, crucially, without having to know the underlying data model. It applies the concept of Fundamental Categories and Relationships (Tzompanaki and Doerr, 2011) , which translates a complex data model to a set of simple, 'fundamental' paths. Through the interface we can find, for example, all the books that share a certain collection of texts, or find all persons related to a specific publisher by the books they published (Fig. 7) . 4 Discussion and Future
We found that the abstraction of a book's content introduced by FRBR aligns well with our research question. Using FRBRoo to model our data, we are able to meet the required level of expressivity. With the chosen front-end implementation, we can do so while keeping the database maintainable for nonexpert users. The entities and relations that are implemented in CIDOC and FRBRoo have so far sufficed for our purposes, and we do not expect to exhaust them as we continue adding to and refining our model. The challenge will be to maintain the usability of the interface when we add different types of data later on to investigate more levels of our network.
According to our epistemic approach (Renn et al., 2016) , we investigate the diffusion of knowledge innovation by considering three levels. The first, already configured in the current database, concerns content-related matters. The second concerns the relations between treatises that are of a social, institutional, and economic nature. At this layer, we look at the actual carriers of the transaction costs, which are the publishers and the social micro-region represented by all actors gravitating around their workshops: printers, engravers, translators, sellers, teachers, courtiers, and finally, authors. In this respect, we want to trace relations between treatises that are based on events, such as the contracts between publishers to sell or buy rights of reproduction, to lend or borrow woodblocks, engraving plates or entire printing plates, or agreements between Fig. 7 The interface includes a visual query builder that enables researchers to explore relations between books, parts, persons, places, and time frames. publishers and educational institutions to prepare the required textbooks in advance (Pantin, 1998) . The third layer is a kind of meso-layer (Lazega, 2016) represented by the material books produced. In this framework, the social layer is defined as the structure of the network, the material books are the vehicles circulating along the edges of the structure, and the conceptual layer represents the dynamic aspect of the network. We intend to extend our database to make it capable of saving relational data concerning the structure of the network and data for the investigation of three further networks concerned with the dynamics of knowledge innovation along that structure. model means striking a balance between representing the knowledge accurately, but not overstating our claims. 6 The electronic copies of the books often include additional pages with copyright and licensing information. Nevertheless, the length of the actual PDF file turns out to be the most reliable source concerning the length of the analyzed treatises.
7 Since the time of writing, we have already extended the model to include translations of texts and, consequently, annotated translations, translation fragments, and partial translations. 8 In a later upgrade, we expanded the database to enable linking to further electronic resources such as the CERL Thesaurus (https://thesaurus.cerl.org).
